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Abstract—In recent years, a number of works proposing the 
combination of multiple classifiers to produce a single 
classification have been reported in remote sensing literature. The 
resulting classifier, referred to as an ensemble classifier, is 
generally found to be more accurate than any of the individual 
classifiers making up the ensemble. As accuracy is the primary 
concern, much of the research in the field of land cover 
classification is focused on improving classification accuracy. This 
study compares the performance of four ensemble approaches 
(boosting, bagging, DECORATE and random subspace) with a 
univariate decision tree as base classifier. Two training datasets, 
one without ant noise and other with 20 percent noise was used to 
judge the performance of different ensemble approaches. Results 
with noise free data set suggest an improvement of about 4% in 
classification accuracy with all ensemble approaches in 
comparison to the results provided by univariate decision tree 
classifier. Highest classification accuracy of 87.43% was achieved 
by boosted decision tree. A comparison of results with noisy data 
set suggests that bagging, DECORATE and random subspace 
approaches works well with this data whereas the performance of 
boosted decision tree degrades and a classification accuracy of 
79.7% is achieved which is even lower than that is achieved (i.e. 
80.02%) by using unboosted decision tree classifier.  

 
Keywords—Ensemble learning, decision tree, remote sensing 

classification. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
N ensemble is defined as a set of individually trained 
classifiers whose predictions are combined when 

classifying a new data. Within last decade several different 
ways of creating ensemble of classifiers are suggested. In 
remote sensing [1,2] suggested different way of combining 
several neural network classifiers, while   [3] integrated the 
classification results of statistical and neural of classifiers. 
These studies suggest that combined classifiers perform 
better than the individual classifier used in making 
ensemble. Other ensemble approaches, which are currently 
in use, are bagging [4] and boosting [5]. Both of these 
techniques manipulate the training data to generate multiple 
classifiers using same base classifier. A number of iterations 
are carried out with different training data set and results are 
combined by weighted or unweighted voting to classify 
unknown examples. Studies carried out using boosting with 
a univariate decision tree classifier suggest that the resulting 
classifier perform quite well in comparison with individual 
classifier [6,7,8] proposed a new technique of creating 
ensemble, called DECORATE (Diverse Ensemble Creation 
by Oppositional Relabeling of Artificial Data). This 
technique works by adding some artificial data to the exiting 
training data in each iteration of the base classifier while 
creating ensemble and found to work well in comparison to  
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boosting and bagging [9]. Ho [10] proposed random 
subspace method of creating ensemble of decision tree 
utilizes the random selection of attributes or features in 
creating each decision tree. He used a randomly chosen 50% 
of the attributes to create each decision tree in an ensemble 
and the ensemble size was 100 trees. 
     Hansen and Salamon [11] suggested that combining the 
output of several classifiers to create an ensemble is useful if 
these classifiers disagree on some of the input data. This 
disagreement can be called as the diversity of the ensemble. 
Krog and Vedelsby [12] suggested that diversity in 
ensemble is an important property of a good ensemble 
technique. Bagging and boosting creates diversity in an 
ensemble by sampling and re-weighing the available 
training data. This paper discusses the results of ensemble 
classifiers by using bagging, boosting, DECORATE and 
random subspace with a univariate decision tree as base 
classifier.  

II.  ENSEMBLE METHODS 
Ensemble combines the output of several classifier 

produced by the weak learner into a single composite 
classification.  Further, ensemble methods can be used to 
reduce the error of any weak learning algorithm that 
consistently generates classifications on various 
distributions over the training data. Ensemble techniques 
used in this study i.e. boosting, bagging, DECORATE and 
random subspace are discussed below. 

A. Boosting 
Boosting is a method used to improve the accuracy of any 

classifier by producing a series of classifiers. The training 
set chosen for a classifier depends on the performance of it 
earlier classifier. Sample, which is incorrectly classified by 
an earlier classifier, is selected more often than a correctly 
classified. Thus, boosting produce a new classifier, which is 
able to perform well on the new data set. In this study, a 
boosting algorithm called AdaBoost M1 [5]. Boosting 
assigns a weight to each observation - the higher the weight; 
the more that observation influences the classifier. At each 
trial, the vector of weights is adjusted to reflect the 
performance of the corresponding classifier, with the result 
that the weight of misclassified observations is increased. 
The final classifier aggregates the classifiers generated after 
each iteration by voting and each classifier’s vote is a 
function of its accuracy. 

B. Bagging 
Brieman [4] suggest another technique, called bootstrap 

aggregating or bagging, to improve the accuracy of a base 
classifier by creating a number of classifiers by 
manipulating the training data. In this method, each 
classifier’s training set is generated by randomly drawing, 
with replacement, N examples, where N is the size of the 
original training set. In this situation, many of the original 
examples may be repeated in the resulting training set while 
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others may be left out. The learning system generates a 
classifier from the sample and aggregates all the classifiers 
generated from the different trial to form the final classifier. 
To classify an instance, every classifier records a vote for 
the class to which it belongs, and the instance is labelled as a 
member of the class with the most votes. If more than one 
class jointly receives the maximum number of votes, then 
the winner is selected using some simple mechanism, e.g., 
random selection. From the above, it can be seen that 
bagging is a very simple algorithm.  

C.  DECORATE 
    Diverse Ensemble Creation is by Oppositional Relabeling 
of Artificial Data (DECORATE) approach to create an 
ensemble work by training a classifier on a given training 
data set. In successive iterations some artificial data are 
generated from the training data in a way that their class 
labels differ maximally from the predicted classes by current 
ensemble. These data are added to the exiting training data 
and a new classifier is generated on this new data set. This 
addition of new data helps to increase the diversity of the 
ensemble. DECORATE uses mean and standard deviation 
of the training data and their Gaussian distribution to create 
a new artificial data set. These artificially generated 
examples are labelled based on the predications of current 
ensemble. The number of artificial data is a fraction of the 
training data which is defined in the start of creating 
ensemble. Labels are selected in a way that probability of 
selection of a class is inversely proportional to the prediction 
of current ensemble. This process also involves in rejecting 
a new classifier if its addition to the exiting ensemble 
decreases its accuracy. After each iteration artificial data are 
removed and process is repeated with a new artificial data 
every time until the maximum number of iterations are 
performed. 

D.  Random Subspace  
Random Subspace Method [10] uses a subset of randomly 

selected features and assigned to an arbitrary learning 
algorithm. This way, one obtains a random subspace of the 
original feature space, and constructs classifiers inside this 
reduced subspace. The aggregation is usually performed 
using weighted voting on the basis of the base classifiers 
accuracy. It has been shown that this method is effective for 
classifiers having a decreasing learning curve constructed on 
small and critical training sample sizes. 

III.  DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER 

In the usual approach to classification, a common set of 
features is used jointly in a single decision step. An 
alternative approach is to use a multistage or sequential 
hierarchical decision scheme. The basic idea involved in any 
multistage approach is to break up a complex decision into a 
union of several simpler decisions, hoping the final solution 
obtained in this way would resemble the intended desired 
solution. Hierarchical classifiers are a special type of 
multistage classifier that allows rejection of class labels at 
intermediate stages. Classification trees offer an effective 
implementation of such hierarchical classifiers. Indeed, 
classification trees have become increasingly important due 
to their conceptual simplicity and computational efficiency. 
A decision tree classifier has a simple form which can be 
compactly stored and that efficiently classifies new data. 
Decision tree classifiers can perform automatic feature 

selection and complexity reduction, and their tree structure 
provides easily understandable and interpretable information 
regarding the predictive or generalisation ability of the 
classification. To construct a classification tree by heuristic 
approach, it is assumed that a data set consisting of feature 
vectors and their corresponding class labels are available. 
The decision tree is then constructed by recursively 
partitioning a data set into purer, more homogenous subsets 
on the basis of a set of tests applied to one or more attribute 
values at each branch or node in the tree. A number of 
approaches have been developed to split the training data at 
each internal node of a decision tree into regions that 
contain examples from just one class, and this is the most 
important element of a decision tree classifier. These 
algorithms either minimise the impurity of the training data 
or maximise the goodness of split. There are many 
approaches to the selection of attributes used for decision 
tree induction, and these approaches have been studied in 
detail by researchers in machine learning [13,14,15,16,17]. 
The procedure of creating a tree classifier involves three 
steps: splitting nodes, determining which nodes are terminal 
nodes, and assigning class label to terminal nodes. The 
assignment of class labels to terminal nodes is 
straightforward: labels are assigned based on a majority vote 
or a weighted vote when it is assumed that certain classes 
are more likely than others. A tree is composed of a root 
node (containing all the data), a set of internal nodes (splits), 
and a set of terminal nodes (leaves). Each node in a decision 
tree has only one parent node and two or more descendent 
nodes. A data set is classified by moving down the tree and 
sequentially subdividing it according to the decision 
framework defined by the tree until a leaf is reached. 
Decision tree classifiers divide the training data into subsets, 
which contain only a single class. The result of this 
procedure is often a very large and complex tree. In most 
cases, fitting a decision tree until all leaves contain data for 
a single class may overfit to the noise in the training data, as 
the training samples may not be representative of the 
population they are intended to represent. If the training data 
contain errors, then overfitting the tree to the data in this 
manner can lead to poor performance on unseen cases. To 
reduce this problem, the original tree can be pruned to 
reduce classification errors when data outside of the training 
set are to be classified.  

IV. DATA AND RESULTS 

Study area used in the reported work is located near the 
town of Littleport in UK. For the Littleport area, ETM+ data 
acquired on 19th June 2000 are used. The classification 
problem involves the identification of seven land cover 
types (wheat, potato, sugar beet, onion, peas, lettuce and 
beans).  For this study, field data printouts for the relevant 
crop season were collected from farmers and their 
representative agencies, and other areas were surveyed on 
the ground to prepare the ground reference images. A total 
of 4737 were selected using equalised random sampling 
plan. To remove any bias in using same pixels for training 
and testing, total selected pixels were divided in two parts. 
Out of which 2700 pixels were used for training while 
remaining 2037 pixels were used for testing both neural and 
decision tree classifiers.  

Classifications were performed in order to evaluate the 
effects of booting, bagging, DECORATE and random 
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subspace on the accuracy of the output from decision tree 
classifier. A total of 50 iterations were used to create 
ensembles with all four ensemble approaches. While using a 
decision tree classifier gain ratio as attribute selection 
measures and error-based pruning was used to prune 
overgrown decision tree. To study the effect of noise on 
classification accuracy achieved by different ensemble 
approaches using a decision tree classifier, a data set having 
noise level of 20% was created from the training data set of 
2700 pixels. The noise was introduced in training data set 
only. Error was introduced in training data by randomly 
replacing the class value of some percentage of examples to 
that of the other values with equal probability. For example, 
to introduce 20% noise to a training set of 2700 pixels, class 
values of 540 instances were changed in a way to keep class 
proportion of each class as it was in original training data.  

TABLE I 
RESULTS WITHOUT ANY NOISE IN TRAINING DATA 

Classifier used  Overall  
classification  

accuracy  
Kappa value   

Decision Tree  83.8  0.811  

Decision Tree 
with boosting  87.43  0.853  

Decision Tree 
with bagging  87.33  0.852  

Decision tree with 
DECORATE  86.74  0.850  

Decision tree with 
random subspace  87.19  0.85  

 
Results from Table I show that all four ensemble 

approaches perform well with decision tree classifier and an 
increase of about 3 to 4% in classification accuracy is 
achieved in comparison to the accuracy achieved with 
univariate decision tree classifier. The characteristics of 
training data set used with a classifier have a considerable 
influence on the accuracy of resulting classification. 
However, acquiring noise free training data may be difficult 
and costly for land cover classification problems. Thus, 
several classifications were carried out to evaluate the effect 
of noise in training data on the classification accuracy using 
different ensemble approaches with univariate decision tree 
classifier. Results suggest that bagging works well with 
noisy data in comparison to other ensemble approaches with 
decision tree classifier (Table II). Further, results also 
suggest that random subspace and DECORATE also works 
well with noisy data in comparison boosting.   

TABLE II 
RESULTS WITH 20% NOISE IN TRAINING DATA 

Classifier used  Overall 
classification 

accuracy  
Kappa value   

Decision Tree  80.02  0.77  

Decision Tree with 
boosting  79.68  0.76  

Decision Tree with 
bagging  85.47  0.83  

Decision tree with 
DECORATE  83.65  0.81  

Decision tree with 
random subspace  84.88  0.82  

V. CONCLUSION 
This study compares the performance of four ensemble 

approaches with decision tree as a base classifier. A major 
conclusion of this study is that all four ensemble approaches 
works well with this data and boosting provides slightly 
better accuracy in comparison other ensemble approaches. 
Another conclusion from this study is that boosting based 
ensemble approach is severely affected by the presence of 
noise in comparison to other ensemble approaches.  
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